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I. What is the first characteristic to reveal we are being lowered into the hole of no hope? It 
is the inward questioning of “W_______?”.


II. In the “Hole of No Hope”, what is one of the main “Why” questions a person may ask, 
“Why did this H___________________ to me?”


III. Who is the real enemy? S__________

IV. Satan’s goal is to disqualify man from ruling by H_____________ mankind and causing us 

to stay in the Hole of No Hope.

V. What are some of the common thoughts in the “Hole of No Hope” we may think? 

A. I am W__________________

B. I’m not L_________________


C. Life is H_________________ 

VI. U_________________ and B_______________ a lie are the Satanic inspired root of all of 
man’s spiritual problems.


VII.Satan’s lies are always built around two things the F____________ of Loss and the 
D___________ for gain.


VIII.What are the fears of loss that a person will experience? 
A. Loss of S_________________
 B. Loss of S_________________ 

IX. What is the by-product of the fear of loss? J___________________

X. Satan’s second lie, “the desire for gain”, has two things they will desire to gain 

A. To increase our S________________
 B. To increase our S________________ 

XI. What is the by-product of the desire for Gain? E________________

XII.Who is the father of lies? S____________ (John 8:44).

XIII.The greatest power Satan has over a person is in the strength of a L____________.

XIV.What one P______________ to be true, is true to them; even if, in reality, it is a lie.

XV.What are the 3 Basic Goals of Satan? 

A. K______ humans from becoming Christians

B. Keep Christian from being E______________ for God

C. Keep Christians from receiving R________________ 

XVI.What is the 3 Fold Strategy of Satan?

A. To S___________

B. To K___________

C. To D___________


XVII.“When Satan can keep a man from T____________, he can keep a man from G_______.” 
Tom Sooter


